Automatic source code summarization is the task of generating natural language descriptions for source code. Automatic code summarization is a rapidly expanding research area, especially as the community has taken greater advantage of advances in neural network and AI technologies. In general, source code summarization techniques use the source code as input and outputs a natural language description. Yet a strong consensus is developing that using structural information as input leads to improved performance. e rst approaches to use structural information a ened the AST into a sequence. Recently, more complex approaches based on random AST paths or graph neural networks have improved on the models using a ened ASTs. However, the literature still does not describe the using a graph neural network together with source code sequence as separate inputs to a model. erefore, in this paper, we present an approach that uses a graph-based neural architecture that be er matches the default structure of the AST to generate these summaries. We evaluate our technique using a data set of 2.1 million Java method-comment pairs and show improvement over four baseline techniques, two from the so ware engineering literature, and two from machine learning literature.
INTRODUCTION
Source code summarization is the task of writing brief natural language descriptions of code [15, 19, 29, 37] . ese descriptions Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permi ed. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speci c permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. Conference'17, Washington, DC, USA © 2016 ACM. 978-x-xxxx-xxxx-x/YY/MM. . . $15.00 DOI: 10.1145/nnnnnnn.nnnnnnn have long been the backbone of developer documentation such as JavaDocs [27] . e idea is that a short description allows a programmer to understand what a section of code does and that code's purpose in the overall program, without requiring the programmer to read the code itself. Summaries like "uploads log les to the backup server" or "formats decimal values as scienti c notation" can give programmers a clear picture of what code does, saving them time from comprehending the details of that code.
Automatic code summarization is a rapidly expanding research area. Programmers are notorious for neglecting the manual e ort of writing summaries themselves [12, 26, 45, 48] , and automation has long been cited as a desirable alternative [17] . e term "source code summarization" was coined around ten years ago [19] and since that time the eld has proliferated. At rst, the dominant strategy was based on sentence templates and heuristics derived from empirical studies [15, 36, 40, 44, 50, 51] . Starting around 2016, data-driven strategies based on neural networks came to the forefront, leveraging gains from both the AI/NLP and mining so ware repositories research communities [3, 23, 25, 29] . ese data-driven approaches were inspired by neural machine translation (NMT) from natural language processing. In NMT, a sentence in one language e.g. English is translated into another language e.g. Spanish. A dataset of millions of examples of English sentences paired with Spanish translations is required. A neural architecture based on the encoder-decoder model is used to learn the mapping between words and even the correct grammatical structure from one language to the other based on these examples. is works well because both input and output languages are sequences of roughly equal length, and mappings of words tend to exist across languages. e metaphor in code summarization is to treat source code as one language input and summaries as another. So code would be input to the same models' encoder, and summaries to the decoder. Advances in repository mining made it possible to gather large datasets of paired examples [33] .
But evidence is accumulating that the metaphor to NMT has major limits [21] . Source code has far fewer words that map directly to summaries than the NMT use case [30] . Source code tends not to be of equal length to summaries; it is much longer [15, 39] . And crucially, source code is not merely a sequence of words. Code is a complex web of interacting components, with di erent classes, routines, statements, and identi ers connected via di erent relationships. So ware engineering researchers have long recognized that code is much more suited to graph or tree representations that tease out the nuances of these relationships [6, 42] . Yet, the typical application of NMT to code summarization treats code as a sequence to be fed into a recurrent neural network (RNN) or similar structure designed for sequential information. e literature is beginning to recognize the limits to sequential representations of code for code summarization. Hu et al. [23] annotate the sequence with clues from the abstract syntax tree (AST). LeClair et al. [29] expand on this idea by separating the code and AST into two di erent inputs. Alon et al. [3] extract paths from the AST to aid summarization. Meanwhile, Allamanis et al. [2] propose using graph neural networks (GNNs) to learn representations of code (though for the problem of code generation, not summarization). ese approaches all show how neural networks can be e ective in extracting information from source code be er in a graph or tree form than in a sequence of tokens, and using that information for downstream tasks such as summarization.
What is missing from the literature is a thorough examination of how graph neural networks improve representations of code based on the AST. ere is evidence that GNN-based representations improve performance, but the degree of that improvement for code summarization has not been explored thoroughly, and the reasons for the improvement are not well understood.
In this paper, we present an approach for improving source code summarization using GNNs. Speci cally, we target the problem of summarizing program subroutines. Our approach is based on the graph2seq model presented by Xu et al. [58] , though with a few modi cations to customize the model to a so ware engineering context. In short, we use the GNN-based encoder of graph2seq to model the AST of each subroutine, combined with the RNN-based encoder used by LeClair et al. [29] to model the subroutine as a sequence. We demonstrate a 4.6% BLEU score improvement for a large, published dataset [30] as compared to recent baselines. In an experiment, we use techniques from the literature on explainable AI to propose explanations for why the approach performs be er and in which cases. We seek to provide insights to guide future researchers. We make all our data, implementations, and experimental framework available via our online appendix (Section 9).
PROBLEM, SIGNIFICANCE, SCOPE
We target the problem of automatically generating summaries of program subroutines. To be clear, the input is the source code of a subroutine, and the output is a short, natural language description of that subroutine. ese summaries have several advantages when put into documentation such as decreased time to understand code [17] , improved code comprehension [11, 54] , and to making code more searchable [22] . Programmers are notorious for consuming high quality documentation for themselves, while neglecting to write and update it themselves [17] . erefore, recent research has focused on automating the documentation process. Current research has had success generating summaries for a subset of methods that are generally shorter and use simpler language in both the code and reference comment (e.g. se ers and ge ers), but have had a problem with methods that have more complex structures or language [29] . A similar situation for other SE research problems has been helped by various graph representations of code [2, 16] , but using graph representations is only starting to be accepted for code summarization [3, 16] . Graph representations have the potential to improve code summarization because, instead of using only a sequence of code tokens as input, the model can access a rich variety of relationships among tokens.
Automatic documentation has a large potential impact on how so ware is developed and maintained. Not only would automatic documentation reduce the time and energy programmers spend reading and writing so ware, having a high level summary available has been shown to improve results in other SE tasks such as code categorization and code search [22, 28] .
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
is section discusses some of the previous work relevant to this work and source code summarization.
Source Code Summarization
Source code summarization research can be broadly categorized as either 1) heuristic/template-driven approaches or 2) more recent AI/Data-driven approaches. Heuristic-based approaches for source code summarization started to gain popularity in 2010 with work done by Haiduc et al. [20] . In their work, text retrieval techniques and latent semantic indexing (LSI) were used to pick important keywords out of source code, then those words are considered the summary. Early work done by Haiduc et al. and others have helped inspire other work using extractive summarization techniques based on TF-IDF, LSI, and LDA to create a summary. Heuristic-based approaches are less related to this work than datadriven approaches, so due to space limitations we direct readers to surveys by Song et al. [49] and Nazar et al. [41] for additional background on the topic. is paper builds on the current work done with data-driven approaches in source code summarization which have dominated NLP and SE literature since around 2015. In Table 1 , we divide recent work into two groups by their use of the AST as an input to the model. en we further divide related work by the following six a ributes:
(1) Src Code -A model uses the source code sequence as input, not as part of the AST. A brief history of the related data-driven work starts with Iyer et al [25] . In their work they used stack over ow questions and responses where the title of the post was considered the high level summary, and the source code in the top rated response was used as the input. e model they developed was an a ention based sequence to sequence model similar to those used in neural machine translation tasks [53] . To expand on this idea, Hu et al. [24] added API information as an additional input into the model. ey found that the model was able to generate be er responses if it had access to information provided by API calls in the source code.
Later, Hu et al. [23] developed a structure based traversal (SBT) method for a ening the AST into a sequence that keeps words in the code associated with their node type. e SBT sequence is a combination of source code tokens and AST structure which was then input into an o the shelf encoder/decoder model. LeClair Src Code AST API FlatAST GNN Paths 2016 Iyer et al. [25] x 2017 Loyola et al. [34] x 2017 Lu et al. [35] x x 2018 Hu et al. [24] x x 2018 Liang et al. [31] x x 2018 Hu et al. [23] x x x 2018 Wan et al. [56] x x 2019 LeClair et al. [29] x x x 2019 Alon et al. [3] x x x 2019 Fernandes et al. [16] x x [29] built upon this work by creating a multi-input model that used the SBT sequence with all identi ers removed as the rst input, and the source code tokens as the second. ey found that if you decouple the structure of the code form the code itself that the model improved its ability to learn that structure.
More recently, Alon et al. [3] in 2018 proposed a source code summarization technique that would encode each pairwise path between nodes in the AST. ey would then randomly select a subset of these paths for each iteration in training. ese paths were then encoded and used as input to a standard encoder/decoder model. ey found that encoding the AST paths allowed the model to generalize to unseen methods more easily, as well as providing a level of regularization by randomly selecting a subset of paths each training iteration. en in 2019 Fernandes et al. [16] developed a GNN based model that uses three graph representations of source code as input 1) next token, 2) AST, and 3) last lexical use. To represent these three graphs they used a shared node setup where each graph represented a di erent set of edges between source code tokens. Using this approach they observed a be er "global" view of the method and had success with maintaining the central named entity from the method. Fernandes' observation is an important clue that there is additional information embedded in the source code beyond the sequence of tokens, this motivates the use of a GNN for the AST as a separate input in our work.
Neural Machine Translation
For the last six years work in neural machine translation (NMT) has been dominated by the encoder-decoder model architecture developed by Bahdanau et al. [5] . e encoder-decoder architecture can be thought of as two separate models, one to encode the input (e.g. English words) into a vector representation, and one to decode that representation into the desired output (e.g. German tokens).
Commonly, encoder-decoder models use a recurrent layer (RNN, GRU, LSTM, etc.) in both the encoder and decoder. Recurrent layers are e ective at learning sequence information because for each token in a sequence, information is propagated through the layer [52] . is allows each token to a ect the following tokens in the sequence. Some of the common recurrent layers such as the GRU and LSTM also can return state information at each time step of the input sequence. e state information output from the encoder is commonly used to seed the initial state of the decoder improving translation results [53] .
Another more recent addition to many encoder-decoder models is the a ention mechanism. e intuition behind a ention is that not all tokens in a sequence are of equal importance to the nal output prediction. What a ention tries to do is to learn what words are important and map input tokens to output tokens. It does this by taking the input sequence at every time step and the predicted sequence at a time step and tries to determine which time step in the input will be most useful to predict the next token in the output.
Graph Neural Networks
Graph Neural Networks are another key background technology to this paper. A recent survey by Wu et al. [57] categorizes GNNs into four groups:
(1) Recurrent Graph Neural Networks (RecGNNs) (2) Convolutional Graph Neural Networks (ConvGNNs) (3) Graph Autoencoders (GAEs) (4) Spatial-temporal Graph Neural Networks (STGNNs) We will focus on ConvGNNs in this section because they are well suited for this task, and it is what we use in this paper. ConvGNNs were developed a er RecGNNs and were designed with the same idea of message passing between nodes. ey have also been shown to encode spatial information be er than RecGNNs and are able to be stacked, improving the ability to propagate information across nodes [57] . ConvGNNs take graph data and learn representations of nodes based on the initial node vector and its neighbors in the graph. e process of combining the information from neighboring nodes is called "aggregation." By aggregating information from neighboring nodes a model can learn representations based on arbitrary relationships. ese relationships could be the hidden structures of a sentence, the parts of speech [8] , dependency parsing trees [59] , or the sequence of tokens [7] . ConvGNNs have been used for similar tasks before, such as in graph2seq for semantic parsing [58] and natural question generation [8] .
ConvGNNs also allow nodes to get information from other nodes that are further than just a single edge or "hop" away. In the gure below we show an example partial AST and what 1, 2, and 3 hops look like for the token 'function'. Each time a hop is performed, the node gets information from its neighboring nodes. So, on the rst hop the token 'function' aggregates information from the nodes 'block', 'speci er', 'name', 'type', and 'parameter list'. In the next hop that occurs, the 'function' node will still only combine information from its neighbors, but now each of those nodes will have aggregate information from their children. For example, the node 'block' will contain information from the 'expr stmt' node. en when the 'function' node aggregates the 'block' node, it has information from both 'block' and 'expr stmt'.
ere are several aggregation strategies which have been shown to have di erent performance for di erent tasks [16, 57] . A common aggregation strategy is to sum a node vector with its neighbors and then apply an activation on that node, but there are many schemes that can be used to combine node information. Some other approaches to this are pooling, min, max, and mean. Xu et al. discuss di erent node and edge aggregation methods in their paper on creating sequences from graphs. ey found that in most cases a mean aggregator out performed other types of aggregators, including one using an LSTM.
APPROACH
is section provides the details of our approach. Our model is based o the neural model proposed by LeClair et al. [29] and builds on that work by using ConvGNNs discussed in the previous section. In a nutshell, our approach works in 5 steps:
(1) Embed the source code sequence and the AST node tokens.
(2) Encode the embedding output with a recurrent layer for the source code token sequence and a ConvGNN for the AST nodes and edges. (3) Use an a ention mechanism to learn important tokens in the source code and AST. (4) Decode the encoder outputs. (5) Predict the next token in the sequence.
Model Overview
An overview of our model is in Figure 1 . In a nutshell, what we did was modify the model on the multi-input encoder-decoder proposed by LeClair et al. to use a ConvGNN instead of a a ened AST. Notice in area A of Figure 1 that our model has four inputs 1) the sequence of source code tokens, 2) the nodes of the AST, 3) the edges of the AST, 4) the predicted sequence up to this point. Next, in area B, we embed the inputs using standard embedding layers. e source sequence and AST nodes share an embedding due to a large overlap in vocabulary. en in area C of Figure 1 the AST nodes are input into the ConvGNN layers, the number of layers here depends on the hop size of the model, and then input into a GRU. e source code sequence goes into a GRU a er the embedding in area D. For the decoder in area H, we have an embedding layer feeding into a GRU. We then do two a ention mechanisms seen in area E, one between the source code and summary, and the other between the AST and summary. en in areas F and G we combine the outputs of our a ention creating a context vector which is a ened and used to predict the next token in the sequence.
Key Novel Component. e key novel component of this paper is in processing the AST using a ConvGNN and combining the output of the ConvGNN encoder with the output of the source code token encoder. In our approach, the ConvGNN allows the nodes of the AST to learn representations based on their neighboring nodes. Teaching the model information about the structure of the code, and how it relates to the tokens found in the source code sequence. Both the source and and AST encodings are input into separate a ention mechanisms with the decoder and are then concatenated.
is creates a context vector which we then use in a dense layer to predict the next token in the sequence.
Basically, what we do is combine the structure of the sequence (the AST) with the sequence itself (the source code). Combining the structure of a sequence and the sequence itself into a model has been shown to improve the quality of generated summaries in both SE and NLP literature [23, 29] . In this paper we aim to show that using a neural network architecture that is more suited to the structure of the data (graph vs sequence) we can further improve the models ability to learn complex relationships in the source code.
Model Details
In this section we will discuss speci c model implementation details that we used for our best performing model to encourage reproducibility. We developed our proposed model using Keras [9] and Tensor ow [1] . We also provide our source code and data as an online appendix (details can be found in Section 9).
First, as mentioned in the previous section, our model is based on the encoder-decoder architecture and has four inputs 1) the source code sequence, 2/3) the AST as a collection of nodes along with an adjacency matrix with edge information and 4) the comment generated up to this point which is the input to the decoder. As seen in Figure 1 , we use two embedding layers one for the source code and AST and one for the decoder. We use a single embedding layer for both the source code and AST node inputs because they have such a large overlap in vocabulary. e shared embedding layer has a vocabulary size of 10908 and an embedding size of 100. e decoder embedding layer has a vocabulary size of 10000 and an embedding size of 100. So far, this follows the model proposed by LeClair et al. [29] . Next, the model has two encoders, one for the source code sequence and another for the AST. e source code sequence encoder is a single GRU layer with an output length of 256. We have the source code GRU return its hidden states to use as the initial state for the decoder GRU. e second encoder, the AST encoder, is a collection of ConvGNN layers followed by a GRU of length 256. e number of ConvGNN layers depends on the number of hops used, for our best model this was 2-hops as seen in Figure 1 .
e ConvGNN that we use for the AST node embeddings takes the AST embedding layer output and the AST edge data as inputs.
en, for each node in the input it sums the current node vector with each of it's neighbors and multiplies that by a set of trainable weights and adds a trainable bias. In our best performing implementation we use a ConvGNN layer for each hop in the model as seen in Figure 1 . We also test our model with di erent numbers of hops, which slightly changes the architecture of the AST encoder of the model by adding additional ConvGNN layers.
Next, we have two a ention mechanisms 1) an a ention between the decoder and the source code, and 2) between the decoder and the AST. ese a ention mechanisms learn which tokens from the source code/AST are important to the prediction of the next token in the decoder sequence given the current predicted sequence generated up to this point. e a ention mechanisms are then concatenated together with the decoder to create a nal context vector.
en, we apply a dense layer to each vector in our nal context vector, which we then a en and use to predict the next token in the sequence.
Data Preparation
e data set that we used for this project was provided by LeClair et al. in a paper on recommendations for source code summarization datasets [30] . LeClair et al. describe best practices for developing a dataset for source code summarization and also provide a dataset of 2.1 million Java method comment pairs. ey provide their dataset in two versions, 1) a ltered version with the raw, unprocessed version of the methods and comments and 2) the tokenized version where text processing has already been applied. For our baseline comparisons, we use the tokenized version of the dataset provided by LeClair et al. allowing us to directly compare results with their work in source code summarization. e dataset did not include ASTs that were already parsed, so we use the SrcML library [10] to generate the associated ASTs from the raw source code.
Hardware Details
For training, validating, testing of our models we used a workstation with Xeon E1430v4 CPUs, 110GB RAM, a Titan RTX GPU, and a adro P5000 GPU. So ware used include the following: 
EXPERIMENT DESIGN
In this section we discuss the design of our experiments and discuss the methodology, baselines, and metrics used to obtain our results.
Research estions
Our research objective is to determine if our proposed approach of using the source code sequence along with a graph based AST and ConvGNN outperform current baselines. We also want to determine why our proposed model may outperform current baselines based on the use of the AST graph and ConvGNN. We ask the following Research estions (RQs) to explore these situations: RQ 1 What is the performance of our approach compared to the baselines in Section 5.4 in terms of the metrics in Section 5.3? RQ 2 What is the degree of di erence in performance caused by the number of graph hops in terms of the metrics in Section 5.3? RQ 3 Is there evidence that the performance di erences are due to use of the ConvGNN? e rationale for RQ 1 is to compare our approach with other approaches that use the AST as input. Previous work has already shown that the inclusion of the AST as an input to the model outperforms previous models where no AST information was provided [3, 16, 24, 29] . Some previous work provides the AST as a tree or graph [3, 16] , but the source code sequence was not provided to the model. Our proposed model is a logical next step in source code summarization literature and we ask RQ 1 to evaluate our model against previous models. e rationale for RQ 2 is to determine what a ect (if any) the number of hops has on the generated summaries (a description of ConvGNN hops can be found in Section 3.3). Xu et al. [58] discuss the impact of hop size on their work with generating SQL queries. ey found that for their test models, the number of hops did not a ect model convergence. To test this they generate random directed graphs of sizes 100 and 1000 and trained a model to nd the shortest path between nodes, but did not evaluate how hop size a ects the task of source code summarization. Since ConvGNNs create a layer for each hop, it becomes computationally expensive to train models with an arbitrarily large number of hops. With RQ 2 we hope to build an intuition into how the number of hops a ects ConvGNN learning speci cally for source code summarization. e rationale for RQ 3 is that discovering why a model learned to generate certain summaries can be just as important as evaluation metrics [4, 13, 14, 38, 47, 55] . Doshie et al. [14] discuss what interpretability means and o ers guidelines to researchers on what they can do to make their models more explainable, while Roscher et al. state that "…explainability is a prerequisite to ensure the scienti c value of the outcome" [46] . As models are developed many factors change, and it is o en times not an easy task to determine which factors had the greatest impact on performance. In their work on explainable AI, Arras et al. and Samek et al. show how you can use visualizations to aid in the process of explainability for text based modeling tasks [4, 47] . With RQ 3 we aim to explain what impact the inclusion of the AST as a graph and ConvGNN had on generated summaries.
Methodology
To answer RQ 1 , we follow established methodology and evaluation metrics that have become standard in both source code summarization work and neural machine translation from NLP [32, 43] . To start, we use a large well-documented data set from the literature to allow us to easily compare results and baselines. We use the data handling guidelines outlined in LeClair et al. [30] so that we do not have data leakage between our training, validation, and testing sets. Next, we train our models for ten epochs and choose the model with the highest validation accuracy score for our comparisons.
Choosing the model with the best validation performance out of ten epochs is a training strategy that has been successfully used in other related work [29] . For RQ 1 we evaluate the best performing model using automated evaluation techniques to compare against our baselines and report in this paper. For RQ 2 we train ve ConvGNN models with all hyper-parameters frozen except for hop size. We test our model using hop sizes of 1,2,3,5, and 10 in line with other related work [58] . We used the model con guration outlined in Section 4 that uses the source code and AST input, as well as a GRU layer directly a er the ConvGNN layers. We chose this model because of its performance and its faster training speed compared with the BiLSTM model. To report our results we use the same "best of ten" technique that we use to answer RQ 1 , that is, we train each model for ten epochs and report the results on the model with the highest validation accuracy.
For RQ 3 we use a combination of automated tools and metrics such as BLEU [43] , ROUGE [32] , and visualizations from model weights. Visualizing model weights and parameters has become a popular way to help explain what deep learning models are doing, and possibly give insight into why they generate the output that they do. To help us answer RQ 3 we use concepts similar to those outlined in Samek et al. [47] for model visualizations.
Metrics
For our quantitative metrics we use both BLEU [43] and ROUGE [32] to evaluate our model performance. BLEU scores are a standard evaluation metric in the source code summarization literature [24, 25, 29] . BLEU is a text similarity metric that compares overlapping n-grams between two given texts. While BLEU can be thought of as a precision score: how much of the generated text appears in the reference text. In contrast, ROUGE can be thought of as a recall score: how much of the reference appears in the generated text.
ROUGE is used primarily in text summarization tasks in the NLP literature due to the score allowing multiple references since there may be multiple correct summaries of a text [32] . In our work we do not have multiple reference texts per method, but ROUGE gives us additional information about the performance of our models that BLEU scores alone do not provide. In this paper we report a composite BLEU score, BLEU 1 through BLEU 4 (n-grams of length 1 to length 4), and ROUGE-LCS (longest common sub-sequence) to have a well rounded set of automated evaluation metrics.
Baselines
We compare our model against four baselines. ese baselines are all from recent work that is directly relevant to this paper. We chose these baselines because they provide comparison for three categories in source code summarization using the AST: 1) a ened AST, 2) using paths through the AST, and 3) using a graph neural network to encode the AST.
Each of these baselines uses AST information as input to the model with di erent schemes. ey also cover a variety of model architectures and con gurations. Due to space limitations we do not list all relevant details for each model, but have a more in depth overview in Section 3.1 and in Table 1 .
• ast-attendgru: In this model LeClair et al. [29] use a standard encoder-decoder model and add an additional encoder for the AST. ey a en the AST using the SBT technique outline in Hu et al. [23] . en both the source code tokens and the a ened AST are provided as input into the model. For encoding these inputs they use recurrent layers and then use a decoder with a recurrent layer to generate the predictions. is approach is representative of other approaches that a en the AST into a sequence. • graph2seq: Xu et al. [58] developed a general graph to sequence neural model that generates both node and graph embeddings. In their work they use an SQL query and generate a natural language query based on the SQL. eir implementation propagates both forward and backwards over the graph, and includes node level a ention. ey achieved state of the art results on an SQL-¿natural language task using BLEU-4 as a metric. ey also evaluate how the number of hops a ected the performance of the model nding that any number of hops still converged to similar results, but speci c models could perform just as well with less hops lowering the amount of computation needed.
• code2seq: Alon et al [3] use random pairwise paths through the AST as model input which we discuss more in depth in Section 3.1. ey used C# code to generate summaries, while we use Java. ey had a variety of con gurations that they test, due to this we did a good-faith re-implementation of their base model in an a empt to capture the major contributions of their approach.
• BILSTM+GNN: Fernandes et al. [16] proposed a model using a BILSTM and GNN trained with a C# data set for code summarization. We reproduced a model using the information outlined in their paper. We trained the model using the Java data set from LeClair et al. to create a comparison for our work. In their paper they report results on a variety of model architectures and setups, we include comparison results with a model based on their best performing con guration. ese baselines are not an exhaustive list of relevant work, but they cover recent techniques used for source code summarization. Some other work that we chose not to use for baselines include Hu et al. [23] , and Wan et al. [56] . We chose not to include Hu et al. in our baselines because the work done by LeClair et al. built upon their work and was shows to have higher performance, and is much closer to our proposed work in this paper. In our proposed model we use the technique outlined in LeClair et al. of separating the source code sequence tokens from the AST.
Wan et al. [56] is another potential baseline, but we found it unsuitable for comparison in this paper for three reasons: 1) the approach combines an AST+code encoding with Reinforcement Learning (RL), and the RL component adds many experimental variables with e ects di cult to distinguish from the AST+code component, 2) the AST+code encoding technique has now been superceded by other techniques which we already use as baselines, and 3) we were unable to reproduce the results in the paper. An interesting question for future work is to study the e ects of the RL component in a separate experiment: the RL component of Wan et al. is supportive of, rather than a competitor with, the AST+code encoding. We also do not compare against heuristic based approaches. Most data-driven approaches outperform heuristic based approaches in all of the automated metrics, and previous work has already reported the comparisons.
reats to Validity
e primary threat to validity for this paper is that the automated metrics we use to score and rate out models may not be representative of human judgement. BLEU and ROUGE metrics can give us a good indication how our model performs compared to the reference text and other models, but there are instances where the model may generate a valid summary that does not align with the reference text. On the other hand, there is no evaluation as to whether a reference comment for a given method is a good summary. e bene t of these automated metrics is that they are fast and have wide use among the source code summarization community. To mitigate the potential pitfalls that using automated metrics may involve, we include an in depth discussion and evaluation of speci c examples from our model to help interpret what our model has learned when compared to baselines. e dataset we use is also another potential threat to validity. While other data sets do exist with other programming languages, for example C# or Python, many of these data sets lack the size and scope of the data set provided by LeClair et al.. For example the C# dataset used Fernandes et al. has 23 projects, with 55,635 methods having associated documentation. Another common pitfall of datasets described in LeClair et al. is that many datasets split data on the function level instead of the project level. is means that functions from the same project can appear in both the training and testing sets causing potential data leakage. Using Java is bene cial due to its widespread use in many di erent types of programs and its adoption in industry. Java also has a well de ned commenting standard with JavaDocs that creates easily parsable documentation.
One other threat to validity is that we were unable to perform extensive hyper-parameter optimizations on our models due to hardware limitations. It could be the case that some of our models or baselines outlined in Table 2 could be heavily impacted by certain hyper-parameters (e.g., input sequence length, learning rate, and vocabulary size), giving di erent scores and rankings.
is is a common issue with deep learning projects, and this a ects nearly all similar types of experiments. We try to mitigate the impact of this issue by being consistent with our hyper-parameter values. We also take great care when reproducing work for our baselines, making sure the experimental set ups are reasonable and match them as closely as we can to their descriptions.
EXPERIMENT RESULTS
is section provides the experiment results for the research questions we ask in Section 5.1. To answer RQ 1 we use a combination of automated metrics and discuss its performance compared to other models in the context of these metrics. For RQ 2 we test a series of models with di erent hop sizes and compare them to our model as well as our baselines. To answer RQ 3 we provide a set of examples comparing our model using the graph AST and ConvGNN with a a ened AST model and show how the addition of the ConvGNN contributes to the overall summary.
RQ 1 : antitative Evaluation
For our experimental results we tested three model con gurations.
In labeling our models we use code+gnn to represent the models that use an encoder for the source code tokens, a ConvGNN encoder for the AST, and then we use a +{layer name} format to show the layer that was used on the output of the ConvGNN. We found that model code+gnn+BiLSTM was the highest performing approach obtaining a BLEU-A score of 19.93 and ROUGE-LCS score of 56.08, as seen in Table 2 . e code+gnn+BiLSTM model outperformed the nearest graph-based baseline by 4.6% BLEU-A and 0.06% ROUGE-LCS. e code+gnn+BiLSTM model also outperformed the a ened AST baseline by 5.7% BLEU-A and 12.72% ROUGE-LCS. We a ribute this increase in performance to the use of the ConvGNN as an encoding for the AST. Adding the ConvGNN allows the model to learn be er AST node representations than it can with only a sequence model. We go into more depth into how the ConvGNN may be boosting performance in Section 6.3. We a ribute our performance improvement over other graph-based approaches to the use of the source code token sequence as a separate additional encoder. We found that using both the source code sequence and the AST allows the model to learn when to copy tokens directly from the source code, serving a purpose similar to a 'copy mechanism' as described by Gu et al. [18] . Copy mechanisms are used to copy words directly from the input text to the output, primarily used to improve performance with rare or unknown tokens. In this case, the model has learned to copy tokens directly from the source code. is works well for source code summarization because of the large overlap in source code and summary vocabulary (over 94%). In Section 6.3 example 1 we show how models that use both source code and AST input utilize the source code a ention like a copy mechanism.
We also see a noticeable e ect on model performance based on the recurrent layer a er the ConvGNNs. LeClair et al. achieved 18.69 BLEU-A using only a recurrent layer to encode the a ened AST sequence, and without a recurrent layer the code+gnn+dense model achieves a 19.46 BLEU-A. In an e ort to see how di erent recurrent layers a ect the models performance, we trained a two hop model using GRU and another model using a BiLSTM as shown in Table 2 . We found that code+gnn+BiLSTM outperformed code+gnn+GRU by 0.05 BLEU-A and 0.3 ROUGE-LCS. e improved score of the BiLSTM layer is likely due to the increased complexity of the layer over the GRU. We nd in many cases that the BiLSTM architecture outperforms other recurrent layers, but at a signi cantly increased computational cost. For this reason, and because the code+gnn+BiLSTM model only outperformed the code+gnn+GRU model by 0.05 BLEU-A (0.2%), we chose to conduct our other tests using the code+gnn+GRU architecture.
RQ 2 : Hop size analysis
In Table 2 we compare the number of hops in the ConvGNN layers and how it a ects the performance of the model. We found that for the AST two hops had the best overall performance. With having two hops, a node will get information from nodes up to two edges away. As outlined in Section 4, our model implementation creates a separate ConvGNN layer for each hop in series. One explanation for why two hops had the best performance is that, because we are generating summaries at the method level, the ASTs in the dataset are not very deep. Another possibility could be that the other nodes most important to a speci c node are its neighbors, and dealing with smaller clusters of node data is su cient for learning. Lastly, even though the number of hops directly in uences how far and quickly information will propagate through the ConvGNN, every iteration the neighboring nodes are now an aggregate of their neighbors n hops away. In other words, a er one iteration with two hops, a nodes neighbor is now an aggregate of nodes three hops away, so a er enough iterations each node should be a ected by every other node, with closer nodes having a larger e ect.
While using two hops reported the best BLEU score for the code+gnn+GRU models, it only performed 1.5% be er than using three hops and 2.8% be er than using 10. Also notice that using ve hops outperformed three and ten hops, this could be due to the random initialization or other minor factors. Because the di erence in overall BLEU score is relatively small between hop sizes, we believe that the number of hops is less important than other hyperparameters. It could be that the number of hops will be more important when summarizing larger selections of code where nodes are farther apart. For example, if the task were to summarize an entire program it may be bene cial to have more hops in your encoder to allow information to propagate farther.
RQ 3 : Graph AST Contribution
We provide three in-depth examples of the GNN's contribution to our model. In these examples we also compare directly with the ast-a endgru model proposed by LeClair et al. [29] . We chose to compare with ast-a endgru because it represents a collection of work using a ened ASTs to summarize source code as well as having separate encoders for the source code sequence and AST. We feel that comparing against this model allows us to isolate the contribution that the ConvGNN is making to the generated summaries. It should be noted however that these two models process the AST di erently, they both use SrcML [10] to generate ASTs, but ast-a endgru takes another step and additionally processes the AST using the SBT technique developed by Hu et al.. More details about how LeClair et al. process the AST can be found in Section 5.4.
Our rst example visualized in Example 1 shows an instance where the reference summary contains tokens that also appear in the source code. We use this example to showcase how the source code and AST a entions work together as a copy mechanism to generate summaries. e visualizations in Example 1 are a snapshot of the a ention outputs for both the source code and AST when the models are predicting the rst token in the sequence, which is 'sends' in the reference. We can see in Example 1 (a) that the code+gnn+GRU model and (c) the ast-a endgru model a end to the third token in the input source code sequence (column 2), which in this case is the token 'send'. Where these two models di er, however, is what their respective ASTs are a ending to (seen in (b) and (d)). In the case of code+gnn+GRU (b), the model is a ending to the token 'send' in column eight and the token 'status' in column thirty-eight. On the other hand, e ast-a endgru (d) model is a ending to column thirty-seven, which is the token 'sexpr stmt'.
One explanation for this is that code+gnn+GRU is able to combine structural and code elements be er than models that don't utilize a ConvGNN. In the context of this example what this means is that the AST token 'send' in the code+gnn+GRU is a learned combination of the 'send' node and its neighbors, which in the AST are nodes 'name', 'status', 'bar', and 'info'. e ast-a endgru model only sees the AST as a sequence of tokens, so when it a ends to the token 'sexpr stmt', its neighboring tokens are 'sblock' and 'sexpr'. Another observation from Example 1 (d) is that, generally, the ast-a endgru model activates more on the AST sequence than it does on the source code sequence, while code+gnn+GRU activates similarly on both a entions and focuses more on speci c tokens.
is could be due to the ConvGNN learning more speci c structure information from the AST.
We also found that because the AST a ention is more ne grained than the ast-a endgru a ention, it learns whether to copy words directly from the source code be er than the other model. In this case, because both the source code and AST a ention focus on the same token, 'send', it determined that 'send' or a word very close to it (in this case 'sends') should be the predicted token. If the source code and AST a ention di er then the model will o en times predict tokens that are not in the source code or AST.
If we look at later tokens in the predicted sequence, we see that code+gnn+GRU predicts the correct tokens until the last one. For the nal token the reference token is 'server' and code+gnn+GRU predicted 'socket'. What is also interesting here is that ast-a endgru predicted the token 'guess' which is in the reference summary and source code sequence. If we look at Example 2 we see the output of the AST a ention mechanisms for both the code+gnn+GRU and ast-a endgru models during their prediction of the nal token in the sequence. What this means is that code+gnn+GRU has the input sequence [sends, a, guess, to, the] and predicts 'socket' and ast-a endgru has the sequence [a empts, to, initiate, a, ¡UNK¿] and predicts 'guess'. We do not include the source code visualization here because they were very similar to the visualizations in Example 1 (a) and (c). So, in the source code a ention both models a end to the tokens 'send' and 'guess', but as we can see in the AST visualization, code+gnn+GRU is a ending to the token in column forty-six -'querying'; and ast-a endgru is a ending to a large, nonspeci c area in the structure of the AST. e code+gnn+GRU model has learned that the combination of the tokens 'send', 'guess', and the AST token 'querying' lead to the prediction of the token 'socket'. While this prediction was incorrect, the token 'socket' is closely related to the term 'server' in this context. Notice that the token 'querying' is also in the source code, but neither model a ends to it. As stated above, the source code a ention is acting more as a copy mechanism and is a ending to tokens that it believes should be the next predicted token, then it relies on the AST a ention to add additional information for the nal prediction.
Example 3 is a case where the code+gnn+GRU model correctly predicts the sixth token in the sequence, ' rst', but ast-a endgru predicts the token 'speci ed'. For this prediction both models have the same predicted token sequence input to the decoder. If we look at Example 3, we can see the the a ention visualizations for our models for their prediction of the sixth token in the sequence. In Example 3 (a) in the sixth row, the code+gnn+GRU model is a ending to the h column, which is the token 'o'. In this piece of code 'o' is the identi er for the input parameter for the method. e ast-a endgru model source a ention (Example 3 (c)) is a ending to columns seventeen and thirty-four which are both the token 'game'. Looking at the code+gnn+GRU AST a ention (Example 3 (b)), we see that it is a ending to column sixty-three, which is also the token 'game'. So, in this example the ast-a engru model's source a ention is a ending to 'game' and the code+gnn+GRU model's a ention is also a ending to the token 'game' in the AST.
is is important because it shows both models have learned that this token is important to the prediction, but in di erent contexts. Looking at the visualizations, we see again that the code+gnn+GRU model is able to focus on speci c, important tokens in both the source code and the AST, while the ast-a endgru model a ends to larger portions of the AST.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
e major take-aways from the work outlined in this paper are:
• Using the AST as a graph with ConvGNN layers outperforms a a ened version of the AST • Including the source code sequence as a separate encoder allows the model to learn to use the source code and AST as a copy mechanism. • e improved node embeddings from the ConvGNN allow the model to learn be er token representations where representation of tokens in the AST are a combination of structure elements.
e three examples that we show are situations where the addition of the ConvGNN allowed the model to learn be er node representations than using a a ened sequence for the AST. When both the source code a ention and the AST a ention align on a speci c token, the model treats this like a copy mechanism, directly copying the input source token to the output. When the source and AST a ention do not agree, we see the model relying more on the AST to predict the next token in the sequence. When we compare this to a model with a a ened AST input, we see a large di erence in how the AST is being a ended to, generally the a ened AST model looks at larger structure areas instead of speci c tokens.
As an avenue for future work, models such as these have been shown to improve performance when ensembled. LeClair et al. showed that a model without AST information outperformed a model using AST information on speci c types of summaries [29] .
is could lead to interesting results, potentially showing that bringing in di erent features from the source code allows the models to learn to generate be er summaries for speci c types of methods.
CONCLUSION
In this work we have presented a new neural model architecture that utilizes a sequence of source code tokens along with Con-vGNNs to encode the AST of a Java method and generate natural language summaries. We provide background and insights into why using a graph based neural network to encode the AST improves performance, along with providing a comparison of our results against relevant baselines. We conclude that the combination of source code tokens along with the AST and ConvGNNs allows the model to be er learn when to directly copy tokens from the source code, as well as create be er representations of tokens in the AST. We show that that the use of the ConvGNN to encode the AST improves aggregate BLEU scores (BLEU-A) by over 4.6% over other graph-based approaches and 5.7% improvement over a ened AST approaches. We also provide an in dept analysis of how the ConvGNN layers a ribute to this increase in performance, and speculate on how these insights can be used for future work.
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